
 

Painting Mid-Term Study Guide 
 

The exam is broken into 3 specific areas with a collection of questions that involves the following areas:  ELEMENTS AND 
PRINCINPLES, PAINTING TECHNIQUES, and MATERIALS. 

 

These sections are broken down into specific concepts that we have discussed and practiced throughout the card markings.  While 
there has been no textbook with questions or vocabulary words to fill out, many of the concepts are things that we have demon-
strated with classroom exercises and specific painting projects.   

ELEMENTS and PRINCIPLES 

This is an area that most of us forget because it is the very first thing that is reviewed in a basic art class.  The ELEMENTS of ART are 

a  visual components (or characteristic) of line, color, value, texture, and shape/form.  They are a “building block” or a starting 

point for which all art is created. 

When a work is being planned out, an artist typically asks themselves to SOLVE one of these ideas. 

 

 What does it mean to SOLVE an idea? 

 The element of COLOR 

A huge part of our course revolves around the understanding of COLOR.  How it is made, works, and communicates an idea or 

message. Color theory involves a multitude of definitions, concepts and design applications - enough to fill several encyclopedias. 

However, there are three basic categories of color theory that are logical and useful : The color wheel, color harmony, and the 

idea of how colors are used. 

 

Color theories create a logical structure for color. 



The COLOR WHEEL 

A color circle, based on red, yellow and blue, is traditional in the field of art. Sir Isaac Newton developed the first circular diagram 

of colors in 1666. Since then, scientists and artists have studied and designed numerous variations of this concept. Differences of 

opinion about the validity of one format over another continue to provoke debate. In reality, any color circle or color wheel which 

presents a logically arranged sequence of pure hues has merit.  

In other words...as long as there is ORGANIZATION and LOGICAL way that the colors are organized, the formula for displaying the 

colors holds true. 

Primary Colors: Red, yellow and blue 

In traditional color theory (used in paint and pigments), primary colors are the 3 pigment colors that can not be mixed 

or formed by any combination of other colors. All other colors are derived from these 3 hues.  

Secondary Colors: Green, orange and purple 

These are the colors formed by mixing the primary colors. 

 

Tertiary Colors: Yellow-orange, red-orange, red-purple, blue-purple, blue-green & yellow-green 

These are the colors formed by mixing a primary and a secondary color. That's why the hue is a two word name, such 

as blue-green, red-violet, and yellow-orange. 

Along with understanding where the specific colors (or HUES) are in a circle, one of the important concepts of this course was to 

understand the exact idea of what a color (or HUE) is, that means, why are we supposed to use the term HUE rather than 

color? 

 

 
What does it mean “to COLOR” 

 

What is a HUE? 

The only area that we have left to understand is how we can alter HUES (ok fine...color) by using an ADDITIVE 

and SUBTRACTIVE process.  (we will talk more about this when we get to the TECHNIQUE section) 

ADDITIVE =  

SUBTRACTIVE = 



PAINTING TECHNIQUES 

Again, an area with so much information that it could fill encyclopedias.  While you can pick up a book on “How to paint…” at any 

bookstore or look up videos online to paint objects, the ideas behind USING paint is always the same.  There are some basic con-

cepts that need to be understood, and typically is an area where most people make mistakes and never really go back to master 

the technique. 

Paint Consistency 

We have used ACRYLIC paint primarily within the first part of this course.  ACRYLIC paint is fast drying poly-

mer paint.  ACRYLIC paints are water soluble, but become water-resistant when they dry. 

What is the difference between WATER SOLUBLE and WATER-RESISTANT? 

Since we can mix ACRLYIC paint with water to delude (or water down) the pigment, we can create light values of color by creating a 

WASH.  

TYPES OF WASHES: 

FLAT  GRADED  SALT  RUBBING ALCOHOL TISSUE PAPER PLASTIC WRAP 

*try circling which types of washes are ADDITIVE 

 

Now another area that needs to be discussed is the terminology used when describing the affect of the paint.  Typically the variety 

of words used here can be all over the place, however they all involve the idea of these three (3) visual qualities: 

OPAQUE     Semi-TRANSPARENT   TRANSPARENT 



PAINTING TECHNIQUES cont. 

So far we have discussed a few different ways to start painting with ideas and concepts that relate to how paint is used.  Now 

you’re probably thinking, “so...every painting has to start out this way?” 

 

Many of these techniques can be altered to get the affect that your looking for.  So while these concepts are a starting point, they 

can also be altered to get a different affect. (think of the different ways there are to copy and paste text on a computer) 

MASKING and CUTTING EDGES 

Another area of concern to beginning painters is how are some people able to get such straight edges or clean lines.  My 

personal opinion is that a lot of this has to do with working with the correct materials and tools (which we will cover in the 

next section) however, there are ways to achieve this type of affect if your in a pinch. 

 

One of the biggest issues, and an obvious sign of a beginner painter, is the method in which they fill in areas of paint on a 

surface.  Many beginner painters take a “COLORING BOOK” approach to painting.  That is they FILL IN areas with flat col-

ors, which often leads to sections that have gaps of unpainted areas or messy edges where two colors meet. 

Two very simple techniques or ideas to think about to get away from this issue is: 

PAINT THE BACKGROUND FIRST 

LAYER DARKER COLORS ON TOP OF LIGHTER COLORS 

Masking off edges is kinda-of like using a stencil.  You block off, out, or 

MASK the areas that you DO NOT want to have paint go. 



MATERIALS and SUPPLIES 
So in this area we will discuss the variety of tools that are available to painters, but more importantly their specific 

uses and parts.  I know that you were not required to use some of these materials, however if they were supplied for 

you, or used in a painting this semester, you are required to know about them. 

PAINTBRUSHES We’ve typically used FLAT and ROUND 

brushes, however there are some benefits 

to using other types.  Be aware of what 

these brushes are called, and why someone 

would use them. 

Along with the idea of different types and uses, 

there are obvious parts of the brush that need 

special attention.  You will be responsible for 

being able to identify the areas of a brush and 

their purpose. 

What do you think the biggest reason is that we “lose” paintbrushes? 

 

What types of parts do you think affect the cost of a paintbrush? 

PAINTABLE SURFACES 

When using ACRYLIC there is a variety of surface that can be used for the surface.  Typically in our class we’ve painted on CANVAS 

BOARD or WATERCOLOR PAPER. 

What is CANVAS? 

What is so specific about WATERCOLOR PAPER? 



PAINTABLE SURFACES cont. 

Now something that needs to be taken into consideration when painting on any surface that  haven't been TREATED or PRE-

PARED is the PRIMER. 

PRIMER is… 

 

  also known as... 

Watercolor Paper 

Now an area that really isn’t discussed too much but will be in the future, is paper.   The paper we have used is technically used for 

WATERCOLOR, due to the fact  it is so thick, however we don’t refer to it as just thick. 

PAPER has a weight in pounds (lbs.) which is EQUAL to  __________ sheets. 

        This is also called a _____________. 

The surface of the paper needs to be taken into consideration as well.  Now we usually will use the term TEXTURE (not sure what it 

means, take a look at the ELEMENTS OF ART)  however, in regards to paper, it is actually called a TOOTH. 



Pointillism –vs– Ben-Day Dot 

Throughout the semesters of teaching this course, the constant concern that comes from students at various times is….  

“How do I paint this?” 

There is a constant feeling from many people that painting is similar to coloring 

inside of a coloring book.  The lines get  drawn out in pencil or marker, the colors 

are squeezed out into a palette and then a series of brushes are dipped into the 

paint to then fill in the corresponding areas of the drawings. 

The purpose of studying Pointillism was to look at technique of filling areas with 

LAYERS of paint, by using the paintbrush to create a series of “dots” or “circles.”  

Not having to waste time mixing paint, or filling in every little area and staying in 

the lines, the goal was for each student to EXPRESSIVELY use the materials to rep-

resent their image using a technique that is/was new. 

Pointillism is a technique of painting in which small, distinct dots of color are applied in 

patterns to form an image.  Those dots or dabs of color can be overlapped to create shading and 

different values. 

The Ben-Day dot printing process, named after illustrator and 

printer Benjamin Henry Day, Jr.,[1] is a technique dating from 

1879. Depending on the effect, color and optical illusion needed, 

small colored dots are closely spaced, widely spaced or overlap-

ping. Magenta dots, for example, are widely spaced to create pink  


